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Roseanne & John: The AARP Interview

One of America’s Most Beloved TV Couples is Back, Wiser, Happier and
More Outrageous Than Ever.
In an exclusive interview with AARP The Magazine, Roseanne Barr and
John Goodman discuss how their lives and outlook have evolved in the
years since the original run of their hit TV series, “Roseanne”

WASHINGTON, DC—Good news: The trademark irreverent and straight-talking humor of Roseanne Barr
remains in full throttle – perhaps more so, at the age of 65. And two decades of extraordinary movie success
hasn’t affected John Goodman’s deep connection, both personally, and on screen, with Roseanne. In the new
issue of America’s most-read magazine, one of the most beloved blue-collar TV couples offer perspective and
sensibility on the present stage of their lives. “I really appreciate the fact that AARP didn’t ask me to do their
nude centerfold this issue,” deadpans Barr.

Returning to their iconic starring roles – after two decades – heading the Conner
clan in Roseanne, Barr and Goodman display a relaxed sense of themselves
while bitingly funny in a circumspective interview with AARP The Magazine
(ATM). In an age when sitcom “grownups” look more and more like college kids,
the return of good ol’ Roseanne and Dan is a reminder that the funny bone
doesn’t go numb at age 50. The Conners are now making sense of selfies,
medical marijuana and rising health care costs and the growing divide between
the superrich and the rest of us.

Following the run of the original Roseanne, Barr pursued whatever interested
her, including a run for President, hosting a reality show and a stint as a Snickers
pitchwoman, to name a few things. Barr now lives with her partner of 15 years
on a 46-acre macadamia farm in Hawaii, near many of her children and
grandkids. She says she and her boyfriend don’t fight or argue much. “We
learned that we need that energy for things like climbing stairs, chewing and
getting off the toilet.” Goodman has appeared and received critical acclaim for a number of roles in TV and film,
including The West Wing, The Artist and a frequent host of Saturday Night Live. He’s also given up alcohol and
lost 100 pounds. Says Goodman, “I used to play harmonica and sing a little bit. But after I got sober, I realized
that I actually have no talent.”

Roseanne’s return to ABC premieres March 27 with the original cast. “It’s like being home again,” Barr says.
“Yeah,” says Goodman, “I think we know what’s really important now—lunch.”

The following are excerpts from ATM’s February/March 2018 cover story featuring Roseanne Barr and John
Goodman, available in homes starting February and available online now at www.aarp.org/magazine/.

Selections from Roseanne Barr/John Goodman Cover Story in AARP The Magazine’s February/March
Issue

On tackling tough issues on Roseanne:

RB: “…hate-triotism. We need to stop letting ourselves be herded into these two hostile camps. We have to
come together and place the blame where it really belongs—on people who exercise.” “…Hey, man, at this age,
I try to focus on the things I love, like humor, naps—and not dying.”

On being a grandma:

RB: “I swear and stuff—everything their parents don’t want me to do, I like to do. We get in the pool and have
squirt gun fights… My grandkids know how to grow their own food, too, and that’s what I wanted them to know
more than anything—how not to be dependent…I thought I made all the statements I wanted to make as a
comic… as a grandparent, I realize there’s way more to say, like watching how your kids raise their kids. That’s
a big part of the reboot, and it’s

a big part of my life, too. They’re just so dependent on technology, and it’s all different. They talk a whole
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different language, y’know?”

On being a father:

JG: “I have a daughter that I worried about for a while. She grew up with an alcoholic father until she was in high
school. But things are great now. They’re probably a lot better than I thought they would turn out. When you’re
younger, you don’t know yourself that well. I’ve maybe not learned a lot, but I’ve learned to appreciate things
that I should have before.”

On their advancing years:

RB: “There’s an upside to the creaks and pains of age… It forced me to slow down, which is good. If you fight
your body as it ages, you’re not gonna win.” “…You can still be kinda hot at 65, in your own mind.”

JG: “I’ve got bionic parts now (in reference to his set of titanium knees). You live through enough and survive,
you have to make peace with your flaws and your broken pieces.”

On taking stock of life:

RB: “…I’ve carved a lot of the chaos out of my life. Now it’s more relaxed.”

JG: “I started looking back fondly and realized how lucky I had been—and I really feel that now.”

On his dramatic weight loss:

JG: “It was basically just portion control…I was just shoving everything into my mouth. But I don’t want to be an
example to anybody when the weight comes thundering back on—when I start eating Crisco out of the can with
a spoon and a side of confectioners’ sugar.”

On working on the Roseanne reboot:

RB: “Every day, I pinch myself and wonder, Is this the most fun in the world or the onset of dementia?”

JG: “Although it’s harder because I’m older. Daddy gets tired; Daddy gets a headache and can’t remember his
lines sometimes…I thought for some reason I was expert on humor when I was younger. I don’t have to work so
hard to be funny now.”

# # #

About AARP The Magazine
With more than 38 million readers, AARP The Magazine is the nation’s largest circulation magazine – and the
definitive lifestyle publication – for Americans 50 and older. AARP The Magazine delivers targeted content in
three demographic versions – for readers age 50 to 59, 60 to 69 and 70-plus – including health and fitness
features, financial guidance, consumer information and tips, celebrity interviews, and book and movie reviews.
AARP has been publishing a magazine for members since its founding in 1958. AARP The Magazine is published
bimonthly in print and continually online. Learn more at www.aarp.org/magazine/.

About AARP
AARP is the nation’s largest nonprofit, nonpartisan organization dedicated to empowering Americans 50 and
older to choose how they live as they age. With nearly 38 million members and offices in every state, the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands, AARP works to strengthen communities and
advocate for what matters most to families with a focus on health security, financial stability and personal
fulfillment. AARP also works for individuals in the marketplace by sparking new solutions and allowing carefully
chosen, high-quality products and services to carry the AARP name.  As a trusted source for news and
information, AARP produces the world’s largest circulation publications, AARP The Magazine and AARP Bulletin.
To learn more, visit www.aarp.org or follow @AARP and @AARPadvocates on social media.

For further information: Eileen Thompson-Ray, Rogers & Cowan for AARP 310-854-8137,
ethompson-ray@rogersandcowan.com; Paola Torres, AARP, 202-434-2555, ptorres@aarp.org
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